
Season Pre-Squad Program for WRITA 

Summary: 

The Season Pre-Squad Program allows regular WRITA shooters to pay a fee and be pre-squadded for the 

entire season. The program has provisions for providing notice when not attending a shoot, provisions 

for how the season pre-squadding is allocated, and applicable fees. The fees collected for this program 

will be combined with added money for the Grand.  

 

1. Fee:   $20.00. There will be no prorating of the fee. Purchasing a Season Pre-squad part way 

through the season shall still be $20.00. Season pre-squads are non-transferable and non-

refundable. 

2. Notice requirements: Any shooter who is pre-squadded for the season and misses a shoot 

without providing notice to either the WRITA Secretary or the Cashier for that shoot shall lose 

their season pre-squad for the remainder of the season. Regaining a season pre-squad will 

require the payment of another $20.00. Notice must be provided directly by the shooter who is 

pre-squadded. Notice must be provided to either the Secretary or the Cashier by 8:00 a.m. of 

the first day of the shoot that the individual is pre-squadded.  WRITA officers will have the right 

to waive any forfeitures when they deem the reasons for failure to provide notice to be 

substantial enough to provide relief from the provision. 

3. Backer Pre-Squadding: Shooters may pre-Squad 1 time in the backer. Both shooters must pay the 

season pre-squad fee, and both must list each other on their pre-squad application.  In the event 

that a shooter provides notice that they are not attending a shoot, their backer partner will be 

allowed to keep the spot and add a partner for that shoot. 

4. What is covered: The Season Pre-squad would only cover WRITA events.  

5. How spots are allocated: The season pre-squad will be allocated on a first-come first-serve basis. 

The first opportunity to pre-squad for the season will be by including your fee and pre-squad 

preferences with your annual renewal membership. Those will be prioritized by the order in 

which they arrive to the secretary. Season pre-squad requests shall only be made by annual 

renewal by mail or in person at a shoot. No Season Pre-squad requests can be made by phone, 

nor will any requests be considered that are not accompanied by payment. There is an option in 

the renewal to pre-squad multiple shooters on a squad. Shooters who renew and request 

Season pre-squad as part of a multi person squad shall ALL receive priority of the date in which 

the first renewal designating this group is received. 

6. Changing squads: Any shooter who desires to change posts or squads for the remainder of the 

season may do so by contacting the WRITA Secretary. Changes this first season, regardless of 

whether a result of yardage change or simple desire to move, may be done without additional 

fee. 

 


